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        We build Software Companies!

        

        
            We turn great ideas into online software companies, or we complement your product with our software development expertise.
        

        

        
            
                See our Portfolio
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    companies & products

    

    Our portfolio consists of the following companies and products:
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                    SmartLPA is a cloud-based application for managing Layered Process Audits (LPAs) and other kinds of checklist-based audits, as required by the automotive, aerospace, and other manufacturing industries. SmartLPA has over 50,000 users in 22 countries.
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                    Filantro is a fundraising solution for non-profit organizations based on small, recurrent donations through a mobile app.
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                    Singrafos is a cloud-based management system for Public Notaries. It’s features include follow-up of all deeds from quotation to delivery, income and expense control, tax calculation, legal compliance and more.
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                    Petrolog Automation provides automation and remote monitoring solutions for the oil and gas industry. Petrolog’s technology portfolio includes two patents.
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                    Muventa is a turn-key solution for adding e-commerce capabilities to existing websites of small and medium business.
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                    NebulaLink is an IoT platform that provides remote control and monitoring functionality to any hardware. Its applicataions include something as simple as temperature sensors, or something as complex as a city water distribution system.
                

            

        

    




    
        How we work

        

        Intelectix has the software development and business expertise to build great software products and online companies. Depending on the specific circumstances and our partners, we participate in each venture in a different way.
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                        Products or subsidiary companies completely operated by us, where we run everything from development to sales and support.
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                        Partners in external companies, where we completely run the software development side but are not involved in the day-to-day operations of the business.
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                        Shared-revenue suppliers, where we do the initial investment and manage the entire software development, and we share a piece of the overall business revenue.
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                        Investors in software-based startups, where we contribute our business and technical expertise and capital, but we do not participate in the day-to-day operations.
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                        If you have an idea that want to turn into a software, contact us and we can find the best way of working together.

                    

                    
                        Contact Us!
                    

                

            

        

    




    
        certifications & partnerships

        
            Intelectix is commited to delivering products of the highest quality, as well as caring for their customers’ information security.
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                    Our software development processes are certified under CMMI-DEV Level 2 to ensure the repeatability and quality of our products. You can see the accreditation here.
                

            

            
                ISO 27001:2013

                
                    We have implemented an Information Security Management System (ISMS) compliant with the ISO 27001:2013 international standard.
                

                
                    Read our
                    Information Security Policy and Business Continuity.
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                    We are also qualified for the Gold Application Development Competency for Microsoft Partners.
                

            

        

    




    
        about intelectix

        
            
                timeline

                [image: Timeline]
            

            
                Intelectix was founded in 2004, in Chihuahua, Mexico, as a custom software development company.

                With customers in a wide variety of industries that included manufacturing, finance, energy, sports and entertainment, government and non-profit organizations, Intelectix developed an ample expertise, not just on the technical side, but on the business side.

                In 2010 Intelectix joined forces with executives from the automotive sector to spin-off Delpunto and its first product, SmartLPA, and it was the beginning of the transformation of the company into a product company.

                In 2016 we decided to walk away from custom software development to focus on our products and partnerships.

            

        

    




    
        Contact Us

        
            
                
                    Intelectix headquarters are located in Chihuahua, Mexico, although some of our products or portfolio companies have offices in other places.
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                     Thank you for your comments!
                

            

        

    




    
        
            

        

        Stay Updated!

        
            
                Subscribe to our newsletter:
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